[Distribution of evoked responses to electrical stimulation of the cortex at different levels of spatial synchronization of cortical potentials].
In computer controlled experiments it was shown that the averaged cortical responses to direct electrical stimulation, recorded in rabbit's intact cortex or in a neuronally isolated cortical slab, depend on the level of EEG spatial synchronization in the prestimulation period. Latencies of the evoked potentials in both structures were smaller, and their amplitudes -- higher, if stimulation coincided with periods of the maximal synchronization of the background biopotentials, as compared to the same parameters of responses, obtained during the minimal synchronization of potentials. It is assumed that synchronization of the cortical potentials may be provided to a certain degree by processes of intracortical nature and that the increase in the cortical synchronization proper is accompanied by an improvement of the conditions in which the excitation is conducted over the cortex.